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1. Smart City Eco is solution based on previous experiences of the project creator
in the gaming world, and experiences in online economy in general. Our project is based on
online economy, solution for problems seen by the project creator. We want to develop a
one stop shop for all online economy a virtual world backed by SCE token and by people.
We want to provide people solution for unemployment, also to provide solution for people
looking to hire someone to finish some work they do not want to do or have no knowledge
to finish it, also to provide outsourcing platform for other ICOs and partners. Our smart
city will offer all solutions in one place, we want to implement shopping center with
possibility to purchase goods from our partners using SCE tokens and get the goods
delivered to home address, gaming incentivized by possible profits all upgrades and all
gaming economy is done in SCE tokens which will bring profits to players who invest their
time and develop themselves in our games we will make few games and first one to come
will be Smart City Eco game web browser game simulating the virtual economy and virtual
war between the regions, gambling with multiple games offered to be played using SCE
tokens, social platform that will connect people together and provide them biography for
possible employment, also our platform will offer wallet with multiple currencies kept in
safe manner impossible to hack. We want to provide our users one stop shop and simple
solution for all problems crypto market is facing now, easy accessible services and easy to
understand even for beginners, also secure marketplace and more ideas which will develop
even further with development of technology, in one word we are making a supermarket for
average crypto users and providing them with peace of mind and enjoyable online
experience and we eliminate the need for other platforms.

2. Roadmap and Summary
Block chain platform used: Waves
Total token issued: 10,000,000,000
Price per token: 0.01$
Hard cap: 12,000,000$
Smart City Eco is targeting all mayor online global economy industries, we want to
provide smart solutions based on the blockchain technology and target most
lucrative. Tapping into global markets and multi-trillion dollars industry. With
Smart City Eco we want to create a platform that we would like to use and will use on
daily bases, smart solution combining online economy and gaming into one smart
platform. Platform that will target every day gamer and online consumer which will
provide him with one stop shop for all his online needs.

3. Problems in crypto world are all around us we will now summarize list of
some problems we see in crypto sphere in general. First problem is unreliability and
deregulated market in which people with less tech sophistication tend to lose money or get
scammed, people tend to have problems installing and understanding wallets and
understanding crypto in general and tend to make mistakes. One of the most common
problems now is people do not have where to spend their tokens, many projects did not
offer solution and use cases for their currency, and in our opinion coins like Bitcoin facing
their own problems and still solution is not at sight we offer a ready solution, which will be
realized in decentralized manner. Also people need to have 10 wallets and hold money on
exchanges which in our opinion charge high fees for withdrawals, and by that limit regular
user who has limited amount of money in each currency and can not afford to pay 10-20 %
fee. Also there are entry fees in depositing fiat money to get Bitcoin or any other currency
people lose there also 6-10 % we want to minimize that and offer the solution for all
problems from above, we plan to offer a solution for gaming problem seen by our
development team in lack of motivation for players, now imagine what if u can play games
and be rewarded for your success in SCE tokens, each player rewards will depend of their
skills and development of their online kingdom. There is a problem of the security of the
funds and possibility of hacking and complete loss of their funds. Speed and transaction
fees are one of the main problems of the Bitcoin at the moment. Buying of products with
almost all cryptocurrency hasn’t been solved yet and most of currency can be just used for
trading only. Also one of the biggest problems in fiat money economy is unlimited printing
of the money and lose of the value of currency.

7. Team expansion our team will expand after the finish of the ICO and we
will look to find talented individuals to make our team stronger, we need to organize the
team needed for the platform upgrades we need to implement, we will organize the work
by developing the team in several sectors run by individual chief of each department.
8. Partners needed for our platform will be implemented after the finish and publication of
the web browser version of the minimum viable product.
-We need to find partners interested in outsourcing work and to enable them to list job
offers on our platform which will be middleman.
-We need to find partners interested selling their product thru our platform and we plan to
focus on finding partners from China for sale of the cheap tech products also mining
equipment and variety of products, also we will find all interested sellers and they will be
rated with 5 star system and cheating will not be profitable for those who try to do
something like that money will be locked until buyer confirms he received goods and he is
pleased with product, also we will look to prevent return scams and there will be solutions
made for all types of possible situations that may arise.
Finding partners will last before the release of alpha version and once released our users
will be able to test all areas and enable us to rate user experience and make some
improvements needed in order to make using of our platform more user friendly.

11. Legal info and disclaimer by participating in the crowdsale, the
purchaser agrees to the above and in particular, they represent and warrant that
they:
-SCE will not be held responsible for any losses that may occur in the process of
development of this project u buy tokens on your own responsibility and therefore
acknowledging that SCE is in its experiment stage and still subject to changes and
may not be responsible for any losses that may occur from investing in SCE tokens.
-Have read carefully the terms and conditions attached to the white paper.
-Agree to their full contents and accept to be legally bound by them.
-Are authorized and have full power to purchase Smart City Eco tokens according to
the laws that apply in their jurisdiction of domicile.
-Are neither a US citizen or resident.
-Live in a jurisdiction which allows Smart City Eco (SCE) to sell (SCE) tokens
through a crowdsale without requiring any local authorization.

-Are familiar with all related regulations in the specific jurisdiction in which they are
based and that purchasing cryptographic tokens in that jurisdiction is not
prohibited, restricted or subject to additional conditions of any kind.
-Will not use the crowdsale for any illegal activity, including but not limited to
money laundering and the financing of terrorism
-Have sufficient knowledge about the nature of the cryptographic tokens and have
significant experience with, and functional understanding of, the usage and intricacies
of dealing with cryptographic tokens and currencies and blockchain based systems
and services.
-Purchase Smart City Eco tokens because they wish to have access to the Smart City
Eco (SCE) platform. The token economy is incredibly innovative. Any tokens could be
impacted by regulatory action, including restrictions on ownership, use or possession.
Regulators or other circumstances may demand that the SCE mechanics be altered, in
all or part. Therefore, we may revise mechanics to comply with regulatory
requirements or other governmental or business obligations. Nevertheless, we believe
our planned mechanics to be proper and likely in final version.

